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As you would expect, the base colours are the suiting
staples of blues, greys, browns and blacks but if you
examine the designs closely, you will discover some
unexpectedly bright shades which add depth and
richness to the fabrics and which gives the collection
a contemporary look.

The Image collection is one of Scabal’s most versatile
suiting collections. Made from a superfine merino
wool, the fabric is constructed in a Prunelle twill which
enriches the weave and makes it very durable but with
a very soft feel and a modern drape. This is classic suiting
at its best and within this rounded collection you will
find a large assortment of stripes, checks, glen checks,
micro designs and shadow weaves. Although the Prunelle
weave has been used throughout it is particularly effective
within the checks where it gives a more refined feel to
the designs.
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options. These fabrics have a knitted appearance with
a look of pique or herringbone, perfect for lightweight
blazers, comfortable and easy to wear.

Inspired by the feel of an Italian summer, Amalfi is
a small collection of jacketing fabrics. The collection
falls into three chapters. The first is a capsule of checks
where the combinations of wool, silk, cotton and linen
create depth and texture throughout the fabrics. Colours
are plentiful red, blues, greens and browns all feature
and are cleverly combined with pinks, blacks, greys and
whites to give the fabrics a 3D feel.

To close the collection, 2 denim fabrics feature in
a mid-blue and a black ideal to create a more casual
looking jacket. As you would expect from Scabal this
is no ordinary denim, silk has been added to the cotton
to create a more deluxe fabric with a softer feel.

The collection then becomes more classic in its colour
palette with the introduction of some luxury comfort
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To close the collection, 2 denim fabrics feature in a mid-blue and
a black ideal to create a more casual looking jacket. As you would
expect from Scabal this is no ordinary denim, silk has been added
to the cotton to create a more deluxe fabric with a softer feel.

Inspired by the feel of an Italian summer, Amalfi is a small
collection of jacketing fabrics. The collection falls into three
chapters. The first is a capsule of checks where the combinations
of wool, silk, cotton and linen create depth and texture
throughout the fabrics. Colours are plentiful red, blues, greens
and browns all feature and are cleverly combined with pinks,
blacks, greys and whites to give the fabrics a 3D feel.
The collection then becomes more classic in its colour palette
with the introduction of some luxury comfort options. These
fabrics have a knitted appearance with a look of pique or
herringbone, perfect for lightweight blazers, comfortable and
easy to wear.

NOBILIT Y

The Nobility collection can always be relied upon to add a touch
of luxury and colour to any wardrobe. The combination of silk
and wool produces an exquisite fabric which combines softness
with a soft lustre that makes every cloth feel special.
Made in England at the Scabal mill, this refined collection is
not for the faint hearted but for those who want to stand out and
make the right kind of impression. This is a considered collection
containing a combination of statement checks and vibrant plains.
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For the ultimate in luxury comfort the new Wizard
collection is as magical as its name suggests. This
exclusive capsule is made from 100% Super 170’s wool
producing an exquisitely soft fabric however what makes
it different is the introduction of a two-way natural
stretch created purely by the skills of the weavers and
finishes at the mill.

Silver Cloud is a concise collection of suiting fabrics which
has the perfect balance between understated subtilty and
surprising colour. Constructed from 100% Super 120’s
wool it feels fine and light and its dry hand feel makes
it perfect for suiting in the warmer months.

Ideal for both suits and trousers Wizard provides the
perfect fabric for gentlemen looking for a comfort first
approach without losing the sartorial look and luxury
element expected from a Scabal fabric

Designs are refined and tasteful, checks, houndtooth,
semi plains and shadow checks open the collection
in shades of blues and greys and blacks. This leads
into a rainbow of coloured plains, purple, green, deep
burgundy and rich browns all feature, ideal for the more
adventurous tastes.
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options. These fabrics have a knitted appearance with
a look of pique or herringbone, perfect for lightweight
blazers, comfortable and easy to wear.

Inspired by the feel of an Italian summer, Amalfi is
a small collection of jacketing fabrics. The collection
falls into three chapters. The first is a capsule of checks
where the combinations of wool, silk, cotton and linen
create depth and texture throughout the fabrics. Colours
are plentiful red, blues, greens and browns all feature
and are cleverly combined with pinks, blacks, greys and
whites to give the fabrics a 3D feel.

To close the collection, 2 denim fabrics feature in
a mid-blue and a black ideal to create a more casual
looking jacket. As you would expect from Scabal this
is no ordinary denim, silk has been added to the cotton
to create a more deluxe fabric with a softer feel.

The collection then becomes more classic in its colour
palette with the introduction of some luxury comfort
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Inspired by the feel of an Italian summer, Amalfi is
a small collection of jacketing fabrics. The collection
falls into three chapters. The first is a capsule of checks
where the combinations of wool, silk, cotton and linen
create depth and texture throughout the fabrics. Colours
are plentiful red, blues, greens and browns all feature
and are cleverly combined with pinks, blacks, greys and
whites to give the fabrics a 3D feel.

options. These fabrics have a knitted appearance with
a look of pique or herringbone, perfect for lightweight
blazers, comfortable and easy to wear.
To close the collection, 2 denim fabrics feature in
a mid-blue and a black ideal to create a more casual
looking jacket. As you would expect from Scabal this
is no ordinary denim, silk has been added to the cotton
to create a more deluxe fabric with a softer feel.

The collection then becomes more classic in its colour
palette with the introduction of some luxury comfort
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As you would expect, colours of the checks are light and
summery with bases of white, cream, rich blues and soft
reds with complements of browns, pinks, greens and greys
making up the designs. Within the plain selection colours
are confident and bold, yellow, pink, turquoise and purple
all feature.

The Nobility collection can always be relied upon
to add a touch of luxury and colour to any wardrobe.
The combination of silk and wool produces an exquisite
fabric which combines softness with a soft lustre that
makes every cloth feel special.
Made in England at the Scabal mill, this refined
collection is not for the faint hearted but for those who
want to stand out and make the right kind of impression.
This is a considered collection containing a combination
of statement checks and vibrant plains.
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Silver Cloud is a concise collection of suiting fabrics which
has the perfect balance between understated subtilty and
surprising colour. Constructed from 100% Super 120’s
wool it feels fine and light and its dry hand feel makes it
perfect for suiting in the warmer months.

The Image collection is one of Scabal’s most versatile
suiting collections. Made from a superfine merino
wool, the fabric is constructed in a Prunelle twill which
enriches the weave and makes it very durable but with
a very soft feel and a modern drape. This is classic suiting
at its best and within this rounded collection you will
find a large assortment of stripes, checks, glen checks,
micro designs and shadow weaves. Although the Prunelle
weave has been used throughout it is particularly effective
within the checks where it gives a more refined feel to
the designs.

Designs are refined and tasteful, checks, houndtooth,
semi plains and shadow checks open the collection
in shades of blues and greys and blacks. This leads
into a rainbow of coloured plains, purple, green, deep
burgundy and rich browns all feature, ideal for the more
adventurous tastes.

As you would expect, the base colours are the suiting
staples of blues, greys, browns and blacks but if you
examine the designs closely, you will discover some
unexpectedly bright shades which add depth and
richness to the fabrics and which gives the collection
a contemporary look.
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options. These fabrics have a knitted appearance with
a look of pique or herringbone, perfect for lightweight
blazers, comfortable and easy to wear.

Inspired by the feel of an Italian summer, Amalfi is
a small collection of jacketing fabrics. The collection
falls into three chapters. The first is a capsule of checks
where the combinations of wool, silk, cotton and linen
create depth and texture throughout the fabrics. Colours
are plentiful red, blues, greens and browns all feature
and are cleverly combined with pinks, blacks, greys and
whites to give the fabrics a 3D feel.

To close the collection, 2 denim fabrics feature in
a mid-blue and a black ideal to create a more casual
looking jacket. As you would expect from Scabal this
is no ordinary denim, silk has been added to the cotton
to create a more deluxe fabric with a softer feel.

The collection then becomes more classic in its colour
palette with the introduction of some luxury comfort
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As you would expect, the base colours are the suiting
staples of blues, greys, browns and blacks but if you
examine the designs closely, you will discover some
unexpectedly bright shades which add depth and
richness to the fabrics and which gives the collection
a contemporary look.

The Image collection is one of Scabal’s most versatile
suiting collections. Made from a superfine merino
wool, the fabric is constructed in a Prunelle twill which
enriches the weave and makes it very durable but with
a very soft feel and a modern drape. This is classic suiting
at its best and within this rounded collection you will
find a large assortment of stripes, checks, glen checks,
micro designs and shadow weaves. Although the Prunelle
weave has been used throughout it is particularly effective
within the checks where it gives a more refined feel to
the designs.
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Silver Cloud is a concise collection of suiting fabrics which
has the perfect balance between understated subtilty and
surprising colour. Constructed from 100% Super 120’s
wool it feels fine and light and its dry hand feel makes
it perfect for suiting in the warmer months.

The Image collection is one of Scabal’s most versatile
suiting collections. Made from a superfine merino
wool, the fabric is constructed in a Prunelle twill which
enriches the weave and makes it very durable but with
a very soft feel and a modern drape. This is classic suiting
at its best and within this rounded collection you will
find a large assortment of stripes, checks, glen checks,
micro designs and shadow weaves. Although the Prunelle
weave has been used throughout it is particularly effective
within the checks where it gives a more refined feel to
the designs.

Designs are refined and tasteful, checks, houndtooth,
semi plains and shadow checks open the collection
in shades of blues and greys and blacks. This leads
into a rainbow of coloured plains, purple, green, deep
burgundy and rich browns all feature, ideal for the more
adventurous tastes.

As you would expect, the base colours are the suiting
staples of blues, greys, browns and blacks but if you
examine the designs closely, you will discover some
unexpectedly bright shades which add depth and
richness to the fabrics and which gives the collection
a contemporary look.
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As you would expect, colours of the checks are light and
summery with bases of white, cream, rich blues and soft
reds with complements of browns, pinks, greens and greys
making up the designs. Within the plain selection colours
are confident and bold, yellow, pink, turquoise and purple
all feature.

The Nobility collection can always be relied upon
to add a touch of luxury and colour to any wardrobe.
The combination of silk and wool produces an exquisite
fabric which combines softness with a soft lustre that
makes every cloth feel special.
Made in England at the Scabal mill, this refined
collection is not for the faint hearted but for those who
want to stand out and make the right kind of impression.
This is a considered collection containing a combination
of statement checks and vibrant plains.
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Inspired by the feel of an Italian summer, Amalfi is
a small collection of jacketing fabrics. The collection
falls into three chapters. The first is a capsule of checks
where the combinations of wool, silk, cotton and linen
create depth and texture throughout the fabrics. Colours
are plentiful red, blues, greens and browns all feature
and are cleverly combined with pinks, blacks, greys and
whites to give the fabrics a 3D feel.

options. These fabrics have a knitted appearance with
a look of pique or herringbone, perfect for lightweight
blazers, comfortable and easy to wear.
To close the collection, 2 denim fabrics feature in
a mid-blue and a black ideal to create a more casual
looking jacket. As you would expect from Scabal this
is no ordinary denim, silk has been added to the cotton
to create a more deluxe fabric with a softer feel.

The collection then becomes more classic in its colour
palette with the introduction of some luxury comfort
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Silver Cloud is a concise collection of suiting fabrics which
has the perfect balance between understated subtilty and
surprising colour. Constructed from 100% Super 120’s
wool it feels fine and light and its dry hand feel makes
it perfect for suiting in the warmer months.

The Image collection is one of Scabal’s most versatile
suiting collections. Made from a superfine merino
wool, the fabric is constructed in a Prunelle twill which
enriches the weave and makes it very durable but with
a very soft feel and a modern drape. This is classic suiting
at its best and within this rounded collection you will
find a large assortment of stripes, checks, glen checks,
micro designs and shadow weaves. Although the Prunelle
weave has been used throughout it is particularly effective
within the checks where it gives a more refined feel to
the designs.

Designs are refined and tasteful, checks, houndtooth,
semi plains and shadow checks open the collection
in shades of blues and greys and blacks. This leads
into a rainbow of coloured plains, purple, green, deep
burgundy and rich browns all feature, ideal for the more
adventurous tastes.

As you would expect, the base colours are the suiting
staples of blues, greys, browns and blacks but if you
examine the designs closely, you will discover some
unexpectedly bright shades which add depth and
richness to the fabrics and which gives the collection
a contemporary look.
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options. These fabrics have a knitted appearance with
a look of pique or herringbone, perfect for lightweight
blazers, comfortable and easy to wear.

Inspired by the feel of an Italian summer, Amalfi is
a small collection of jacketing fabrics. The collection
falls into three chapters. The first is a capsule of checks
where the combinations of wool, silk, cotton and linen
create depth and texture throughout the fabrics. Colours
are plentiful red, blues, greens and browns all feature
and are cleverly combined with pinks, blacks, greys and
whites to give the fabrics a 3D feel.

To close the collection, 2 denim fabrics feature in
a mid-blue and a black ideal to create a more casual
looking jacket. As you would expect from Scabal this
is no ordinary denim, silk has been added to the cotton
to create a more deluxe fabric with a softer feel.

The collection then becomes more classic in its colour
palette with the introduction of some luxury comfort
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options. These fabrics have a knitted appearance with
a look of pique or herringbone, perfect for lightweight
blazers, comfortable and easy to wear.

Inspired by the feel of an Italian summer, Amalfi is
a small collection of jacketing fabrics. The collection
falls into three chapters. The first is a capsule of checks
where the combinations of wool, silk, cotton and linen
create depth and texture throughout the fabrics. Colours
are plentiful red, blues, greens and browns all feature
and are cleverly combined with pinks, blacks, greys and
whites to give the fabrics a 3D feel.

To close the collection, 2 denim fabrics feature in
a mid-blue and a black ideal to create a more casual
looking jacket. As you would expect from Scabal this
is no ordinary denim, silk has been added to the cotton
to create a more deluxe fabric with a softer feel.

The collection then becomes more classic in its colour
palette with the introduction of some luxury comfort
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options. These fabrics have a knitted appearance with
a look of pique or herringbone, perfect for lightweight
blazers, comfortable and easy to wear.

Inspired by the feel of an Italian summer, Amalfi is
a small collection of jacketing fabrics. The collection
falls into three chapters. The first is a capsule of checks
where the combinations of wool, silk, cotton and linen
create depth and texture throughout the fabrics. Colours
are plentiful red, blues, greens and browns all feature
and are cleverly combined with pinks, blacks, greys and
whites to give the fabrics a 3D feel.

To close the collection, 2 denim fabrics feature in
a mid-blue and a black ideal to create a more casual
looking jacket. As you would expect from Scabal this
is no ordinary denim, silk has been added to the cotton
to create a more deluxe fabric with a softer feel.

The collection then becomes more classic in its colour
palette with the introduction of some luxury comfort
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options. These fabrics have a knitted appearance with
a look of pique or herringbone, perfect for lightweight
blazers, comfortable and easy to wear.

Inspired by the feel of an Italian summer, Amalfi is
a small collection of jacketing fabrics. The collection
falls into three chapters. The first is a capsule of checks
where the combinations of wool, silk, cotton and linen
create depth and texture throughout the fabrics. Colours
are plentiful red, blues, greens and browns all feature
and are cleverly combined with pinks, blacks, greys and
whites to give the fabrics a 3D feel.

To close the collection, 2 denim fabrics feature in
a mid-blue and a black ideal to create a more casual
looking jacket. As you would expect from Scabal this
is no ordinary denim, silk has been added to the cotton
to create a more deluxe fabric with a softer feel.

The collection then becomes more classic in its colour
palette with the introduction of some luxury comfort
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As you would expect, colours of the checks are light and
summery with bases of white, cream, rich blues and soft
reds with complements of browns, pinks, greens and greys
making up the designs. Within the plain selection colours
are confident and bold, yellow, pink, turquoise and purple
all feature.

The Nobility collection can always be relied upon
to add a touch of luxury and colour to any wardrobe.
The combination of silk and wool produces an exquisite
fabric which combines softness with a soft lustre that
makes every cloth feel special.
Made in England at the Scabal mill, this refined
collection is not for the faint hearted but for those who
want to stand out and make the right kind of impression.
This is a considered collection containing a combination
of statement checks and vibrant plains.
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As you would expect, colours of the checks are light and
summery with bases of white, cream, rich blues and soft
reds with complements of browns, pinks, greens and greys
making up the designs. Within the plain selection colours
are confident and bold, yellow, pink, turquoise and purple
all feature.

The Nobility collection can always be relied upon
to add a touch of luxury and colour to any wardrobe.
The combination of silk and wool produces an exquisite
fabric which combines softness with a soft lustre that
makes every cloth feel special.
Made in England at the Scabal mill, this refined
collection is not for the faint hearted but for those who
want to stand out and make the right kind of impression.
This is a considered collection containing a combination
of statement checks and vibrant plains.
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